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Foreword

For the second time this year, the Embassy of Switzerland invites the public to discover the exhibition of a young and talented Zimbabwean artist. Wallen Mapondera, born in 1985 in Zimbabwe, is a contemporary and conceptual abstract expressionist who uses mixed media to create works of art.

Wallen Mapondera explores social norms and cultural and industrial practices which exploit and abuse animals. Through his paintings, the artist invites the spectator to imagine himself living the life of an animal, a dog that spends the day on a leash, a pig in a dirty sty, a bull in a slaughterhouse or dogs and cocks in staged fighting. By interrogating the living conditions of animals and our relationship with them, the visual artist explores, by analogy, human society and its form of power structure, sociopolitical norms and social relationships. The ruthlessness and thirst for domination with which human beings treat and abuse animals decried in his paintings, mirror the violence and cruelty which characterizes human society.

The exhibition presents a series of satiric and allegoric paintings which investigate social norms and abuses through the socio-political symbolisms of animals. It also displays a number of figurative assemblage work as well as a number of beautiful "string drawings" made out of fine and colorful cotton threads skilfully arranged. The combination of satirical pieces of art with refined artistic creations leaves the observer caught up in a mixture of feelings ranging from revolt against human cruelty to admiration for aesthetic prowess.

The Embassy of Switzerland is proud to present this exhibition and to support the Delta Gallery. It is through the promotion of local art and talents that artistic creation and creativity will continue to strive in Zimbabwe.

Luciano Lavizzari
Ambassador of Switzerland
May 2014
Introduction

Wallen Mapondera engages the viewer with sensitive, exacting marks that express penetrating observations of the various subjects, which are in most cases presented as domestic animals, rendered without exception with a deep sense of pathos. Through his carefully constructed compositions Mapondera locates the spectator in a variety of roles; in one work actively involved in the desecration of an animal, in another the occupant of a privileged or authoritarian position, witness to some ominous event and in another removed and isolated from the subject, separated by the picture plane, rendered powerless and unable to effect change.

Mapondera challenges the spectator to confront their humanity. At face value, he questions the human/animal relationship and the systems of value or perceived authorities which determine the nature of this relationship; whether being human permits/conditions us to abuse and dominate or nurture and protect our co-species, and what the ramifications of these actions are. More significantly, Mapondera allows the viewer to identify with the subjects of these works as his/her own kind. From this perspective we answer the same questions, revealing as we do, power structures, hierarchies and abuse but also kinship and companionship.

By confronting the viewer with variations of the Other, Mapondera turns the focus to the self. Can we justify our actions toward the Other and to what extent are we prepared to deconstruct the value systems which condition this behaviour? Ultimately, through these works, Mapondera presents us with a far more uncomfortable question: From this starkly human perspective, what action are we obliged to take, how do we respond when we are confronted with behaviour amidst our kin, within our community and country that is so clearly discordant with our own values?

Greg Shaw
5 May, 2014
**Artist’s Statement**

Social zoometry aims, through social-political symbolism of animals and their disposition, to explore human oligarchy and power structures in which power rests with a small number of people. I use zoomorphic and anthropomorphic visual templates to present my case. These suggest human characteristics for animals or inanimate things as well as relating to, or being a deity conceived of in animal form or with animal attributes. The benign power of animals to teach, question and affirm is explored in our daily relationships with them. I juggle sensitive current themes such as the absolute power lust of human beings over their kin and also over animal beings. African cultural psychology in relation to animals is also a dominant thread that weaves these ideas together.

The exploration of this theme possesses another twist as I highlight the tasteless, cheap and shoddy abuse of animals by human beings in our society. We are exposing human folly through the act of deriding and treating these animals with contempt. There are so many disturbing cultural practices that are happening in Zimbabwe and Africa as a whole. Goats are being drowned in drums of locally brewed beer in rural areas and to be eaten without salt, and chickens are being starved for a few days all in the name of culture. In addition, some religious beliefs go to the extent of ritual sacrifices at the expense of these domesticated animals.

I believe if we all have a heart for animals then it will be very easy to love one another. We witness these abuses daily, read and hear about them, yet we do not take time to think and act upon them. The fact is that we are all being affected by it one way or another; socially, spiritually, politically or psychologically. The law is too loose or not effective enough to put an end to this behaviour. Social zoometry is there to replace the roots of cruelty with the seeds of love; love for animals is the beginning of a welcoming and loving nation.

Wallen Mapondera
24 April, 2014
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